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The Great and the Good

• There are only a few great 
papers but many people can 
write a good paper

• A great paper is one that 
changes understanding

• A good paper is one that is 
believable and contributes to 
knowledge



The four C’s

• The quality of a diamond is given 
by the four C’s

– Colour
– Cut
– Carat
– Clarity



The four C’s

• There are also four C’s for a 
paper

– Cause
– Clarity
– Completeness
– Concision



• To write a good paper you have to

– Have something to say. There has to be a 
question or questions to be addressed and 
answered

– You need to be aware of the audience you are 
trying to address

Cause



• To be a good paper:

– The content needs to be clear. This means writing that is sparse, 
not verbose; figures and tables that are easily understood and 
carefully captioned. 

– All the measurements made should be discussed

– The conclusions should be supported by the data presented

– The implications of the results and any limitations should be 
stated 

Clarity



• There are two requirements for completeness. 

– The first is that the paper should contain enough detail for a 
reader to understand what was done and to replicate it if so 
desired.

– The second is that the paper should be placed in the 
context of existing knowledge and findings

Completeness



• To be concise is a virtue in a paper provided you can still be 
complete, although this is a difficult balance to strike. This 
means your literature review should not contain every paper 
you ever read on a subject, only those that are relevant to the 
question you are addressing.

Concision



• There are six main types of paper. They are:

– Hypothesis testing 
– Review
– Field test
– Case study
– Epidemiological
– Thought

Types of paper



Hypothesis testing

• A hypothesis is a predictive statement of the form 
“If A then B” 

• A hypothesis testing paper needs a good literature 
review to justify the hypothesis and set it in context

• The experimental design needs to be planned to 
test the hypothesis

• Converging measurements are more convincing

• Conclusions need to be related to the hypothesis

• Statistical testing is essential



Review Paper

• A review paper is an focussed 
discussion of a topic. A good review 
is very valuable

• A review should consider the topic 
from several different viewpoints

• A review needs to provide both 
analysis and synthesis

• A review needs to look to the future, 
not just the past



Field Test

• A field test is an experiment 
conducted to examine if an effect 
identified in the laboratory still 
exists in the vagaries of the real 
world

• Field test papers have to be written 
and read with caution. The test 
conditions need to be carefully spelt 
out and any alternative 
explanations of the results 
considered

• Field tests are useful for lighting 
practice but of limited value for 
creating understanding



Case study

• Case studies are only of value 
if they investigate the use of 
new technology or a new 
design approach

• There is no point in writing a 
case study paper on 
something that has been used 
extensively



Epidemiological

• Epidemiological papers are useful 
for exploring the consequences of  
lighting practice, particularly when 
those consequences may occur 
years later 

• Epidemiological papers usually deal 
with correlation not cause

• The source of the data being 
correlated needs to be carefully 
considered for its reliability and 
relevance



Thought

• A thought paper is essentially an 
reasoned argument about the 
future

• It cannot be simply a series of 
assertions. There have to be 
some facts

• A thought paper can direct 
research into a new direction.   



• In science there are some concepts that are widely recognised 
but not directly defined. Examples are comfort, well-being and 
glare

• For these operational definitions are used

• What are the operational definitions of a good paper?

So much for the principles 
but what about reality



The Good Paper Two-Step

• There are two steps by which 
you can recognise you have 
produced a good paper

• The first is to have it published in 
a quality journal, one that has a 
track record and is internationally 
recognised

• The second is for the paper to be 
widely cited in a positive way, for 
a long time.



• What the author(s) have to do
– Ask people you trust to give you an informal assessment of your paper

– Check the scope of the journal

– Look at recent issues to see if you are happy to be seen in such a journal

– Follow the instructions to authors

– Submit the paper

Getting a paper published 1



• What the editor has to do

– Check the paper to confirm it falls within the scope of the journal 
and is complete

– Allocate the paper to two or more reviewers. Reviewers are chosen 
on the basis of their experience in the subject of the paper and their 
reputation for  thoroughness and fairness

– Chase reviewers to meet deadlines

Getting a paper published 2



• What a reviewer has to do

– Carry out a thorough review of the paper. This means:

• Checking that the content is complete and up to date.
• Checking that the method is understandable and sensible
• Checking the results are presented clearly and correctly
• Considering the discussion and alternative explanations
• Writing a report for the editor and for the author(s)

Getting a paper published 3



• What the editor has to do 2

– Based on the reviewers’ reports make a decision whether to accept the 
paper as is (very rare) ; accept with minor or major revisions, reject but 
may resubmit or simply reject

– Notify the author(s) of the decision with the reviewers’ comments that 
should explain the reasons for the decision

Getting a paper published 4



• If accepted, the author(s) then need to address the reviewers’ comments, 
revise the paper accordingly and resubmit.

• The resubmittal should contain a message indicating the author(s) 
response to the reviewers’ comments, which have been accepted and how, 
and which have been rejected and why.

• The editor will then make a second decision about publication, sometimes 
after consulting the reviewers

Getting a paper published 5



• If the paper is now accepted, there is still a lot to do before 
it will appear in electronic form or in print. Among other 
things are satisfying the editor about the quality of the 
figures, correcting the proofs, transferring the copyright

• Then you wait

Getting a paper published 6



• Getting your paper cited is largely outside your control unless you go 
in for self-citation.

• Self-citation is common but excessive use is viewed with suspicion 
by reviewers and other authors

• To encourage citation, it is necessary for a paper to be easily found 
and accessible. For this to happen it needs to be listed by search 
engines and listed in various bibliographies

Getting a paper cited



• To write a good paper requires

– Identification of the question to be answered and the audience to be 
addressed

– Attention to the four C’s

– A clear idea of what you are trying to say and your reasons for saying it

– A recognition that others are likely to have worked on this topic and you 
need to know what they did  so as to put your contribution in context

– A willingness to reveal the limitations of your work and to consider 
alternative explanations of your results and conclusions

In summary



Outcome

• If you do all that you should have 
produced a good paper

• If you do it many times you will 
build a reputation for good work

• If you chose your topics carefully 
you will make a difference  
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